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1.  A travel magazine asks 100 women and 100 men what they travel for and here are the results:

25%Visiting family
members

20%Solving health
problems

15%Exploring new
 countries

MENWOMEN

55% Doing business

20% Visiting family
members

15%

10% Exploring new
countries

Solving health
problems

Doing business 40%

Which of the following is CORRECT according the information given?

A) Both women and men mostly travel for work. 
B) Men travel to see their relatives more than women do. 
C) Men travel as often as women for medical purposes.
A) Women travel to learn about different cultures less than men do.

2.  Billy and his friends are talking about their holiday preferences:

Billy : Having a historical vacation and seeing ancient places is the best holiday for me.

Brian : I would rather go on a cruise holiday because I love travelling by sea.

George : Going to the mountains and staying in a tent is, in my opinion, the best vacation.

Harry : I prefer being in nature and going camping. I feel free while doing these activities.

According to the information above, which two people can go on a vacation together?

A) Billy and Brian

B) Brian and George

C) George and Harry

D) Harry and Billy
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3.  In the table, you see the household chores Martin and his friends are responsible for.

Martin Ellen Lucy Jason

On weekdays Clean the bathroom
Take out the garbage

Feed the dog
Do the ironing

Do the laundry
Cook dinner

Water the flowers
Make the beds

At weekends Do the grocery shopping
Sweep the leaves

Cook dinner
Feed the dog

Vacuum the floor
Do the laundry

Do the ironing
Clean the bathroom

Which of the following questions CANNOT be answered using the information in the table?

A) Who is responsible for watering the flowers on weekdays?
B) What does Martin do in the garden at weekends?
C) Which household chore does Lucy like doing most?
D) Who has to do the same chore both on weekdays and at weekends?

4.  Every morning, Mrs. Thompson gives each family member some duties. She writes notes and sticks them on the fridge. 

Mr. Thompson, do 

not forget to go to 

the butcher and do 

the grocery 

shopping. 

Max, you are in 
charge of 

vacuuming the 
�oors and dusting 

the shelves. 

Alice, today is 
laundry day. Put the 
clothes with similar 
colours together into 
the machine.

Sam, your duty
is to take out the 
garbage. 

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the information above?

A) Mr. Thompson must do some outdoor chores.
B) Max has to clean the floors and the shelves.
C) Alice is in charge of washing the clothes.
D) Sam is responsible for taking care of the pet. 
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5.  

Fuat Sezgin was born on 24 October 1924 in Bitlis. After he 
graduated from Istanbul University, he studied different 
languages. He knew 27 ones. He moved to Germany in 1961 
and became a professor at the University of Frankfurt in 1965. 
Fuat Sezgin wrote scientific books and received many prizes for 
his studies. He died in 2018.

Which of the following questions CANNOT be answered using the information in the text?

A) When was he born and when did he die?
B) What did he do after he finished his university education?
C) Where did he become a professor? 
D) How many books did he write?


